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Intracellular labile iron is an iron species which is not or weakly bound to proteins and
depicts an important effect on homeostatic regulation in cells. An excess or deficiency of iron
can cause oxidative damage to key cellular biomolecules. The behavior and concentrations
of labile iron are difficult to monitor, but the specific redox state of the Fe ions is relevant to
the physiological and pathological properties that we would like to study. We have developed
a series of turn-on type fluorescent probes that are highly selective to the labile Fe(II) ions,
and we have tested their applications to cellular level imaging. These probes are based on
N-oxide chemistry with a range of fluorophores that depict optimal performance for specific
applications. Herein, I review the recent progress of our research and discuss prospects for
future work to understand the relation between intracellular ion and oxidative stress.
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I. Introduction

Iron is the most abundant transition metal among the
essential trace elements in the human body, and each adult
body contains approximately 4 g of iron. Most of the iron
in the human body is stored in proteins such as ferritin or
acts as cofactors of physiologically essential proteins such
as hemoglobin and cytochrome P450 [22, 29, 38, 40].
These facts indicate that the biological systems exploit the
unique redox properties of iron while preventing undesir-
able Fe-induced redox reactions by embedding the Fe ions
inside appropriate proteins. Meanwhile, a small proportion
of iron in the body that that flows freely in intracellular
fluid or that is only weakly protein-bound is referred as
labile ion (Fig. 1) [7, 13, 21]. Labile iron contributes to
homeostatic regulation of cellular iron through activation
and deactivation of iron-responsive proteins (IRPs). Excess
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labile iron, however, can induce oxidative stress because of
the insufficient protection for the redox activity. The sub-
cellular iron-regulation system strictly controls the con-
centration of labile iron to avoid iron-induced oxidative
damage; therefore, dysfunction of the iron homeostasis can
easily cause cellular damage and cell death, which may
eventually lead to severe diseases, such as cancer and some
neurodegenerative diseases [9, 35, 41]. The Fe ions exists
in a stable manner in the form of Fe(II) and Fe(III) ions;
however, the labile iron species mainly comprise Fe(II)
ions rather than Fe(III) ions. Fe(II) ions are more abundant
in the intracellular environment because they are more
water-soluble than Fe(III) ions and because of the abun-
dance of intracellular reductants such as glutathione. Iron
transporters and chaperones that recognize Fe(II) ions as
their substrates also increase the abundance of intracellular
Fe(II) ions (Fig. 1) [7, 13]. However, Fe(II) ions are highly
relevant in case of oxidative stress because of the Fenton
reaction in which an Fe(II) ion reacts with hydrogen per-
oxide to generate highly reactive oxygen species [10, 19].
This reaction causes severe oxidative damages to DNA,
proteins, and lipids [6, 11]. In this context, the selective
detection of Fe(II) ions in cells is desirable for understand-
ing both the physiological and pathological properties of
the cellular labile iron species in living cells. Fluorescent
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probes are powerful tools for measuring the subcellular
levels of Fe ions in living cells. However, only a few fluo-
rescent probes that can detect Fe(II) ions with a turn-on
response in a redox-state selective manner [8, 15]. This
limitation is caused due to the intrinsic tendency of Fe(II)
ions to quench fluorescence and due to relatively weak
binding property according the Irving–Williams series. We
have established a new molecular methodology based on N-
oxide chemistry to achieve turn-on and redox-state selec-
tive fluorescent detection of Fe(II) ions in living cells [14,
16, 25, 26]. In this review, I describe a series of novel
fluorescent probes developed in our group and their appli-
cations to living cells and tissues.

II. Classical Probes with Turn-off Readout
The design of fluorescent probes depicts several

requirements such as solubility, cell-membrane permeabil-
ity, and low toxicity. Selectivity against a target is among
the most important properties that should be considered
because of the extensive variety of biological molecules in
the intracellular medium, including oxidants (reactive oxy-
gen species), reductants, proteins, DNA, and lipids. Even
though iron is the most abundant transition metals in the
human body, iron is only present in trace amounts, which
indicates that a fluorescent probe to achieve the current
objective must be highly selective to Fe(II) ions rather than
to other more-abundant biological molecules. The first
generation of fluorescent probes to detect labile iron is
represented by Calcein [5, 33, 34] and PhenGreen-SK [27,
28] (Fig. 2). Although both of these probes show turn-off
response while chelating with Fe ions and suffer from poor
metal selectivity, they significantly contribute to the
evidence, which supports the concept of chelatable iron and
labile iron. Other fluorescent probes with turn-off readouts
have also been thoroughly reviewed elsewhere [8, 42].

Schematic diagram of the cellular iron homeostasis. Tf: trans-
ferrin; TfR: transferrin receptor; IRP: iron-responsive element-binding
protein; FPN: ferroportin; DMT1: divalent metal ion transporter 1.

Fig. 1. 

III. RhoNox-1 as the First Turn-on Fluorescent
Probe and Its Biological Applications

We first overcame the challenges of turn-off readout
and poor selectivity with the development of RhoNox-1
[14]. This probe can detect Fe(II) ions with a highly selec-
tive turn-on readout by exploiting the chemical reaction of
the tertiary amine N-oxide and Fe(II) ions. N-oxide is
known as a protective group for tertiary amines, and it can
be deprotected by Fe(II)-assisted reductive deoxygenation
reactions. Because the Fe(II) ions, which depict a redox
state of iron that is less than that of Fe(III) ions, are favored
to perform the deoxygenation reaction, we expected this
reaction to work as a kind of selective molecular switch
that responds to Fe(II) ions. Based on this hypothesis, we
designed RhoNox-1 using a strongly fluorescent rhodamine
B (quantum yield > 0.8) as the parent fluorophore and an
N-oxidized tertiary amine moiety at one of the two amino
groups (Fig. 3a). The installation of N-oxide attenuates
the fluorescence of RhoNox-1 (quantum yield = 0.01)
through multiple mechanisms, including a break of the π-
conjugation in the fluorophore, photo-induced electron
transfer (PET), and twisted intramolecular charge transfer
(TICT). RhoNox-1 depicts only weak fluorescence inten-
sity (and quantum yield), and the addition of Fe(II) ions
triggers a maximum of thirty-fold recovery of fluorescence
after a period of 1 hr because the deoxygenation reaction
regenerates the strongly fluorescent rhodamine B (Fig. 3b).
The most useful advantage of RhoNox-1 is its high selec-
tivity to Fe(II) ions. As illustrated in Fig. 3c, the fluores-
cence response was only induced by Fe(II) ions, whereas
other first-row transition metal cations, including Fe(III)
ions, did not trigger a response. Furthermore, we applied
RhoNox-1 to live cell imaging and successfully monitored
the subcellular labile Fe(II) ions with turn-on readout (Fig.
3d) [14].

We further applied RhoNox-1 to perform histochemi-
cal detection of the labile Fe(II) ions in a tissue sample that
was obtained from rats treated with ferric nitrilotriacetate
(Fe-NTA) as an iron-induced carcinogenesis model in col-
laboration with Toyokuni et al. [24]. Intraperitoneal injec-

Structures of Calcein and PhenGreen-SKFig. 2. 
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tion of Fe-NTA induces renal carcinogenesis through the
oxidative damage to the DNA. This oxidative damage is
caused by Fe(II) ions via the Fenton chemistry [35, 36].
The frozen sections of the proximal renal tubules that were
prepared from the Fe-NTA injected rats were stained with
RhoNox-1. We observed a significantly higher fluorescence
signal in the Fe-NTA-treated samples than that was
observed in the control samples (Fig. 4a). Noted that the
probe worked only in case of freshly prepared frozen
sections and not in case of paraffin preparations, which is
understandable because the labile Fe(II) ions would be
easily leaked out during the paraffin preparation process.

Another collaborative study of RhoNox-1 monitored
the fluctuation of the labile Fe(II) ions during light irradia-
tion on retina cells (661W cells) as a pathological model of
dry-type aged macular disease (AMD) model [18]. In this
test, light irradiation caused the time-dependent fluctuation
of the labile Fe(II) ions in the photoreceptor cells. An initial
decrease in the subcellular concentration of labile Fe(II)
ions (1–3 hr) was followed by a gradual increase (6–12 hr)
prior to the cell death (Fig. 4b). Furthermore, we found that
the increase in the subcellular concentration of labile Fe(II)

(a) Structure of RhoNox-1 and the mechanism by which it
detects the Fe(II) ions. (b) Fluorescence spectra of RhoNox-1 before
(black line) and after (red line) the addition of Fe(II) ions. (c) Metal
selectivity test of RhoNox-1 over other metal ions. Fluorescence inten-
sities at 575 nm after incubation for 1 hr with each metal ion are
plotted. (d) Fluorescence microscopy images of RhoNox-1-stained
HepG2 cells that were treated with no Fe(II) (left), Fe(II) (middle),
and Fe(II) with 2,2'-bipyridyl (Bpy). All the cells were stained with
RhoNox-1. Bars = 25 μm.

Fig. 3. 

ions was correlated to the cell death, which was inhibited
by the treatment with 2,2'-bipyridyl, a chelator of Fe(II), at
the moment when the increase of labile Fe(II) began.
Studies that used RhoNox-1 were expanded to study the
subcellular concentrations of the labile Fe(II) ions
during plasma-activated medium-induced cell injury [1],
ovalbumin-induced peritonitis [20], and some other patho-
logical models [12, 17, 32, 37, 39].

We have also developed a variant of RhoNox-1,
HMRhoNox-M, that improves upon the turn-on response
using a regulated spirocyclization profile [25]. This probe
has been successfully applied to monitoring the labile
Fe(II) ions in several contexts, including transferrin-
delivered labile Fe(II) [25], non-thermal plasma-induced
elevation of Fe(II) in mesothelioma cells [30], and labile
Fe(II) in ovarian endometriosis-associated stromal cells
[23].

IV. Various Probes with N-oxide Chemistry
and Its Application

We expected that the N-oxide strategy could be gener-
alized for usage with various fluorophores that have tertiary
amine(s) within their π-conjugation system. This expecta-
tion led to the establishment of a color palette of N-oxide-
based Fe(II) fluorescent probes, CoNox-1, FluNox-1, and
SiRhoNox-1, which ranged from blue to deep red (Fig. 5a–
c) [16]. All of these probes exhibited highly selective turn-
on responses to Fe(II) ion in both the cuvettes and cells
(Fig. 5d). This suggests that our N-oxide-chemistry-based
strategy is applicable to a variety of fluorophores that con-

(a) Fluorescence microscopy images of RhoNox-1-stainded rat
renal proximal tubules that were captured 1 hr after the intraperitoneal
injection of Fe(III)-NTA. Bars = 40 μm. (b) Fluorescence microscopy
images of RhoNox-1-stained 661W cells after exposure to white fluo-
rescent light every time.

Fig. 4. 
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tain π-conjugation systems with dialkylarylamine. Among
the probes, SiRhoNox-1 showed a significantly better
fluorescence response than that exhibited by RhoNox-1.
SiRhoNox-1 was applied successfully to visualize the fluc-
tuations of the subcellular redox balance between the Fe(II)
and Fe(III) ions as the oxygen concentration varied (Fig.
5e). An elevation in the concentration of the labile Fe(II)
ions in the hypoxic region of a 3D-cultured spheroid was
detected using SiRhoNox-1 (Fig. 5f). Thus, we have deter-
mined that N-oxide is a molecular switch that is generally
applicable N-oxide, for redox state-selective detection of
the labile Fe(II) ions in cells.

V. Mem-RhoNox as a Cellular Membrane-
anchoring Fe(II) Fluorescent Probe
Transferrin-induced endocytosis is a primary pathway

for ion uptake [38]. As described previously, because Fe
ions can potentially cause undesired oxidative damage,
mammalian cells have acquired sophisticated machinery for
iron uptake. A transferrin molecule can hold a pair of
Fe(III) ions and releases them inside the endosome; how-
ever, the redox state of the released iron has not yet been
measured in detail. We developed Mem-RhoNox to allow
intra-endosomal detection of the labile Fe(II) ions. We used
this probe to visualize the generation of Fe(II) ions inside
the endosome during transferrin-triggered endocytosis.
Mem-RhoNox is a membrane-anchoring fluorescent probe
that is sensitive to the Fe(II) ions [26]. The probe has an
N-oxide-incorporated rhodamine scaffold that incorporates
two palmitoyl groups as the cellular membrane-anchoring
domain (Fig. 6a, b). Mem-RhoNox is retained on the cell
surface, and retention onto the cell membrane is completely
lost without the anchoring arms. We successfully conducted
real-time detection of the Fe(II) ions generated on the
cell membrane and that were released from transferrin
inside the endosome in HepG2 cells (Fig. 6c). Because
transferrin-mediated endocytosis is the primary pathway for
iron uptake in neuronal cells, we applied Mem-RhoNox to
monitor the transferrin-delivered Fe(II) ions in primary
cultured neurons. In this test, the probe allowed visualiza-
tion of the generation of Fe(II) ions during the endocytosis
(Fig. 6d).

VI. Conclusion
This study reviews our group’s development of fluo-

rescent probes for selective detection and live imaging of
the subcellular labile Fe(II) ions by utilizing the N-oxide
chemistry. In addition to our N-oxide-based fluorescent
probes, the Fe(II)-selective fluorescent probes that were
based on endoperoxide chemistry [2, 3, 31] have been
reported by other group, who have also provided a discus-
sion regarding their biological applications [4]. Iron is
essential to perform homeostatic regulation; a surplus or
deficiency of iron can cause several serious diseases. Study

of the synergistic reactions of iron with other redox-
relevant molecules, such as reactive oxygen, nitrogen, and
sulfur species, should elucidate the redox-signal network
and the manner in which biological systems maintain
homeostasis. Thus, the development of fluorescent probes
that can monitor the labile iron species with redox-state

(a–c) Structures of CoNox-1, FluNox-1, and SiRhoNox-1 and
their detection mechanisms. (d) Fluorescence microscopy images of
HepG2 cells that were treated with no Fe(II) (upper) and Fe(II) (lower).
The cells were stained with CoNox-1 (left), Ac-FluNox-1 (middle), and
SiRhoNox-1 (right), respectively. Bars = 25 μm. (e) Fluorescence
microscopy images of SiRhoNox-1-stained HepG2 cells that were incu-
bated under 20% (left) and 1% of oxygen concentration for 2 hr. Bars =
25 μm. (f) Fluorescence microscopy images of a spheroid of HepG2
cells. Blue color and red colors indicate the signals derived from DAPI
(nucleus stain) and SiRhoNox-1 (Fe(II)), respectively. Note that the
center of the spheroid is stained specifically by the usage of
SiRhoNox-1. Bar = 100 μm.

Fig. 5. 
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specificity will contribute to understanding both the physio-
logical and pathological properties of the labile iron spe-
cies. We have successfully developed the labile Fe(II)-
specific fluorescent probes. Imaging studies have revealed
the changes in intracellular labile Fe(II) ions in terms of
pathological and physiological properties. In future, we
plan to develop imaging probes that can be applied to in
vivo/ex vivo studies as well as to organelle-specific moni-
toring and neuroscience. The type of probe would signify
considerable progress in the pathological and physiological
studies of iron and oxidative stress.
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(a) The structure of Mem-RhoNox. (b) Schematic diagram of the mechanism by which Mem-RhoNox detects transferrin (Tf)-delivered Fe(II)
ions. (c) Time-lapse fluorescence imaging of the Tf-triggered release of Fe(II) ions in HepG2 cells that were stained with Mem-RhoNox. Bar = 10 μm.
(d) Time-lapse fluorescence images of the Tf-triggered release of Fe(II) ions in primary-cultured mouse neurons that were stained with Mem-RhoNox
and green fluorescent protein (GFP). The neurons were visualized using an overlapped image of GFP and differential interference contrast (DIC) (left).
Bars = 10 μm.

Fig. 6. 
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